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Abstract

In the analysis of seasonal time series, an issue of main concern is the
discrimination of deterministic patterns (shape reversion) and seasonal
unit roots (permanent shape transition). We suggest complementing
the customary hypothesis tests with jittered phase diagrams on a dis-
cretized set of basic seasonal shapes that represent the dynamic tran-
sition between the patterns. These jittered phase diagrams provide a
convenient visualization that supports the discrimination among the
main classes of potential seasonal data-generating processes.

The nature of seasonal cycles in time series

Seasonal cycles may be repetitive and well modeled by time-constant
deterministic cycles. Changes of basic patterns remain episodic.

They may also be rarely but persistently changing. Such behavior
is often seen as well modeled via seasonal unit roots. The simplest
seasonal unit-root process is the seasonal random walk xt = xt−4+
εt with white-noise (εt) for quarterly data.

There exist hypothesis tests for discriminating between these two con-
cepts. These tests have comparatively low power in samples of typical
size. We aim here at a visualization of seasonal features that may assist
in the discrimination problem.

Eight qualitative seasonal patterns for quarterly data

In a first step, the intra-yearly seasonal patterns are classified into
eight shape types. Deterministic seasonality should cause a return to
the same shape class, unit roots persistent moves to different classes.
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The shapes can be identified with binary number codes (0 for falling
and 1 for rising movements), and thus with the binary representation
of integers.

Jittered phase plots for seasonal random walks

The plots represent t to t+1 transitions between shape classes. Shal-
low shapes close to constancy between quarters are in the center of the
bin, deep shapes lie at the boundaries. Allocation to the left and right
parts of bins is performed after binary randomization (jittering), such
that X–type crosses (saltires) emerge for deep-to-deep and shallow-to-
shallow transitions.
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Jittered phase plots for seasonal shapes. Generating model for both
realizations is a Gaussian seasonal random walk, 10,000 years.

Jittered phase plots for deterministic seasonality

With deterministic seasonality, the variable tends to revert to its home
bin. Plots deviate from the X pattern and attain a blurred appearance.
If superseded by a stochastic seasonal process with a root approaching
unity, the X patterns reemerge.
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Jittered phase plots for seasonal shapes. Generating model for both
realizations is a seasonal autoregression xt = φxt−4+εt with Gaussian
noise, superseded by a deterministic seasonal pattern. Left graph for
φ = 0.5, right graph for φ = 0.8. 10,000 years.

Jittered phase plots for other processes

Periodic models with coefficients changing across the year are some-
times suggested as reasonable generating mechanisms. In the jittered
phase plots, they give rise to irregular blotches, similar to entirely ir-
regular and non-seasonal processes.
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Jittered phase plots for seasonal shapes. Left graph: generating
model is a stable periodic autoregression xt = φjxt−1 + εt, with
φj = 0.9, 1, 1.1, 0.1 varying across quarters. Right graph: generating
model is Gaussian white noise.

Jittered phase plots for economics variables
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Austrian industrial production (left, since 1957) and unemployment
rate (right, since 1950) rarely if ever deviate from the basic seasonal
patterns dictated by climate and culture.

Gross domestic product

The seasonal patterns in gross domestic product (GDP) reflect changes
in preferences, in wage payments, and in technology. Unfortunately,
long time series are rarely available.
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Jittered seasonal phase plots for Austrian GDP (left, since 1964,
chained) and for a historical episode of U.K. GDP (right, 1963–1990).
Patterns move across classes, but series are short.

Summary and outlook

•The tool of jittered seasonal phase plots is a useful addition to the
toolbox of a researcher who wishes to determine the time-series na-
ture of the seasonal cycle;

• Long series are needed to render the tool reliable;

•The evidence tends to support the impression that the seasonal cycles
in many economics variables are closer to deterministic seasonality
than to seasonal unit roots;

•The quarterly plots can be generalized to the monthly case, but the
matrix becomes inconveniently large;

•The transition among pattern classes and the deviation within the
bins from the saltire shape can be summarized in a test statistic.
The power of such statistics critically depends on the sample size.


